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Story

CORNELIA FUNKE’S BEST-SELLER NOW AS A PICTURE BOOK!

• Over 150.000 copies of The Moonshine Dragon

• From the bestselling author Cornelia Funke and

• Award-winning illustrator Annette Swoboda

Is there anyone who hasn’t dreamed about characters in books coming to life? That’s exactly what

happened to Philip during one enchanted moonlit night. A little dragon leapt out of his book, followed by a

grim-looking knight. Philip has no time to be surprised, because as soon as he tries to help the poor little

dragon, he shrinks. How is he to fight the nasty knight, now he is no taller than a match? Philipp needs

some good ideas, quickly, about to get out of this mess…

An encouraging story for children showing that having friends and being brave do not depend on the size.

 

Cornelia Funke

Cornelia Funke was born 1958 in Dorsten, Westphalia. After university she worked for three years as a

social worker in an educational project, where she met children from difficult backgrounds. Additionally she

studied book illustration at Hamburg State College of Design. When she started writing children's books she
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illustrated her own stories. At the age of 28 she became a fulltime writer of children's books and is today one

of the best known and most successful Germany writers. She currently lives in Los Angeles with her

children.
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... and 37 more titles by this author.
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